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The Power PC Compiler Writer's GuideWarthman Associates, 1996
This book describes, mainly by coding examples, the code patterns that perform well on PowerPC processors. The book will be particularly helpful to compiler developers and application-code specialists who are already familiar with optimizing compiler technology and are looking for ways to exploit the PowerPC architecture. It will also be helpful to...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Administration with Windows PowerShell (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Secure, reliable, and scalable, SQL Server 2008 delivers a dynamic, smart, and productive data platform for all your data-related needs and offers many new features that will change how you administer a database server. Among these new features is the ability to use Windows PowerShell 2.0 scripts to automate and manage various aspects of the...
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Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal BrandingApress, 2014

	Why should you, a competent software developer or programmer, care about your own brand? After all, it’s not like you're an actor or musician.


	In fact, as Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal Branding demonstrates in...
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GameMaker: Studio 100 Programming ChallengesApress, 2017

	Push your GameMaker programming skills to the edge with 100 programming challenges using the popular GameMaker: Studio and GML. Each challenge includes an outline of the challenge, a scoring and time guide, useful GML code, and a working example provided in GMZ format. For more advanced programmers, each challenge comes with an additional task...
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JavaScript Application CookbookO'Reilly, 1999
Seasoned Java coders will find the JavaScript Application Cookbook compiled just for them. Written in the same vein as the old-style programmer "toolbox" titles, this book sheds the usual tutorial presentation and simply introduces a series of JavaScript applications you can use on your own sites.
 The cookbook begins with...
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Fast Track Visual Basic .NETWrox Press, 2002
Aimed at the Visual Basic 6 programmer turning to .NET for the first time, Fast Track Visual Basic .NET provides a worthy, fast-paced introduction to the features and APIs working developers need to get started with VB .NET. The salient feature of this book is its compact size and  fast-moving yet approachable tutorial to the new version...
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Pro VimApress, 2015

	Pro Vim teaches you the real-world workflows, tips, and tricks of this powerful, terminal-based text editor. This book covers all the essentials, as well as lesser-known but equally powerful features that will ensure you become a top-level performant and professional user, able to jump between multiple sessions while manipulating and...
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Professional Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Combining tried-and-true CSS, XML, and JavaScript™ technologies, Ajax provides web developers with the ability to create more sophisticated and responsive user interfaces and break free from the "click-and-wait" standard that has dominated the web since its introduction.
    This book discusses the range of request brokers...
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Access 2007 VBA Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
Access 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference
Written by Access MVPs and Microsoft Access testers, this resource will give you the tools to leverage Access 2007's built-in functionality and VBA in order to build more dynamic applications. It explores all aspects of VBA programming for Access and describes the latest innovations. You'll also find...
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Geolocation in iOS: Mobile Positioning and Mapping on iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The mobile phone—specifically the iPhone, which continues to define the state of the
	
		art for smartphones—has become the primary interface device for geographicallytagged
	
		data.
	
		Take advantage of iPhone and iPad sensors and advanced geolocation technologies to build state-of-the-art location...
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Perl Graphics ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2002

	
		Graphics programmers aren't the only ones who need to be proficient with graphics. Web and applications programmers know that a dull web page can be quickly transformed into one that's interesting and lively with the use of well-planned graphics. And fortunately, you don't need the skills of a fulltime graphics programmer...
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Professional SharePoint 2007 Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
If you're a .NET or Microsoft Office developer, this book gives you the tools to utilize the entire SharePoint platform. It offers practical insights that will help you take advantage of this integrated suite of server capabilities along with specific examples of how to implement classes of solutions on top of the platform. You'll be able to apply...
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